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We studied excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons on graphene-metal surface. The metal surface is functionalized by transfer printing of graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper foils. Surface plasmon resonance characteristics of monolayer and multilayer graphene on the metal surface are presented. We were able to obtain the dispersion relation of graphene-metal surface which reveals the essential feature of the plasmon-polaritons. As an application, we fabricated a surface plasmon resonance sensor integrated with a microfluidic device to study nonspecific physical interaction between graphene layer and proteins. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4721453]

The unique electronic band structure of the two-dimensional crystal of carbon, graphene stimulated a great research interest in the past few years.1 The Dirac electrons of graphene provide a linear dispersion with very small effective mass. These unusual electronic properties of graphene together with the ability to be synthesized over large area make graphene a promising material especially for fast electronic circuits.2–6 The lack of the band gap limits the application of graphene in digital electronics while some analog electronic applications are still possible.3,5,7 Although the main focus of the research is concentrated on the conventional electronics, many unusual applications of graphene emerge. Graphene based macroelectronics,8 photons,9,10 and optoelectronics11,12 are promising research areas where unusual properties of graphene can provide new perspectives.

Plasmonics13–15 is another interesting field of research for rising applications of graphene. We anticipate that graphene can provide new perspectives in plasmonics in three different ways: (1) as a surface which directly supports surface plasmons at infrared frequencies,14,16,17 (2) as a tunable transparent platform whose optical properties can be tuned by an external electric field,18–20 and (3) as a functional coating for the existing plasmonic devices.21–26

In this paper, we demonstrate an application of graphene in plasmonics as an example for a functional coating. The primary goal of the paper is to understand the plasmonic properties of graphene coated metal surfaces. We studied the excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons (SPP) on graphene-metal surface. In this study we choose 50 nm thick silver and gold foils. Surface plasmon resonance characteristics of monolayer and multilayer graphene on the metal surface are presented. The surfaces were coated with monolayer and multilayer graphene. Dispersion curves of SPPs on graphene coated metal surfaces reveal the essential feature of the SPP. As an application, we fabricated a surface plasmon resonance sensor (SPR) that uses a graphene coated gold as a functional surface to probe adsorption of molecules on graphene layer from an aqueous solution. This type of SPR sensors have been proposed before but have not been demonstrated yet.21,22 Particularly, we studied nonspecific adsorption of a serum albumin protein (BSA, bovine serum albumin) on a graphene layer using a microfluidic device integrated with a graphene functionalized SPR sensor.

Immobilization of ligands on SPR sensors is an essential issue for biochemical applications. Direct adsorption of proteins on metal surface results in denaturalization of proteins and loss of their binding activity. Extensive efforts have been made to develop proper coating to immobilized specific ligands. The surface coating has to be thin enough to prevent detrimental effects on the plasmonic properties and should allow proper surface chemistry for immobilization of specific ligands. Self-assembled monolayers,27 dextran, and hydrogels are most commonly used surface coatings for SPR sensors. Besides being a unique platform to study adsorption on graphitic surfaces, we believe that graphene coating can also provide new advantages for biochemical applications. Graphene functionalized SPR sensors have three advantages, presence of graphene layer (1) increases the adsorption of organic molecules due to π-π stacking, (2) passivates the surface against oxidation,28 and (3) minimizes the detrimental effects on plasmonic properties.

Figure 1 illustrates the transfer printing process of the graphene on metal surface. The graphene layers were synthesized on copper foils by chemical vapor deposition.29 The copper foils were placed in a quartz chamber and heated to 1000 °C under flow of hydrogen and argon gases. In order to reduce the oxide layer, the samples were annealed for 20 min at 1000 °C. After the annealing process, methane gas with a flow rate of 15 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) was sent to the chamber for 20 min. The chamber was kept at 5 Torr during the growth. The growth was terminated by stopping the flow of methane gas, and then the chamber was cooled back to the room temperature. The graphene coated copper foils were spin coated with a photoresist (PR, AZ5214) with a thickness of 1.4 μm. A flat elastomeric stamp (Polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) was placed on the PR layer and the copper foil was etched by 1 M iron chloride solution. After the etching process, the PR with graphene remains on the PDMS stamp. The stamp was applied on 50 nm metal coated glass slide and heated to 80 °C to release
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the PR. After removing the stamp, the PR was removed in acetone. As a result, we have large area graphene on 50 nm thick gold or silver surface. In order to obtain multilayer graphene on the metal surface, we repeated the transfer printing process. Chemical vapor deposition of graphene directly on gold and silver surfaces is also possible.30

The transfer printed graphene layers were characterized using Raman spectroscopy and optical absorption. Fig. 2(a) shows Raman spectra of as grown graphene on copper and transfer printed graphene on silver and gold surfaces. The G-band and 2D-band Raman signals are clearly seen from the spectra. The intensity of D-band is very small, indicating high quality graphene layer even after the transfer printing process. The intensity ratio of 2D to G band is around 1.7 and the Lorentzian linewidth of 2D band is 37 cm
1/2. There is a slight red shift (~43 cm
1/2) in the frequency of 2D peak after the transfer process likely because of release of the stress on the graphene. Repeating the transfer process, we obtained multilayer graphene coating. We do not observe any significant change in the spectra for multilayer graphene indicating that the graphene layers are not interacting.31 Furthermore, we obtained the optical transmission spectra of the multilayer films on a transparent quartz substrate (see Fig. 2(b)). The transmission spectra show about 2% absorption for each graphene layer. This further supports the transfer process of single layer graphene. The area of transferred graphene layers is around 1 cm².

After transfer printing of each graphene layer, we characterized the resonance condition for excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons on the graphene functionalized metal surface. Fig. 2(c) shows the schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The surface plasmon-polaritons were exited through a prism in Kretschmann configuration, which is needed to overcome the momentum mismatch between the excitation source and SPPs. A supercontinuum laser (Koheras-SuperK Versa) with an acousto-optic tunable filter was used as a tunable light source with a spectral width of 1 nm. The incidence angle was controlled with a motorized rotary stage with an accuracy of 0.01°. The polarization dependent reflection from the metal surface is detected with a photodiode (Newport 818) connected to an amplifier. Fig. 2(d) shows the reflectivity of the gold surface as a function of incident angle before and after transfer printing graphene. The reflection goes to minima where the phase matching condition between the incident light and surface-plasmon-polariton is satisfied. The phase matching condition is satisfied when the horizontal component of momentum of light matches the real part of momentum of SPPs. This condition can be written as

\[ k_0 n_p \sin(\theta_r) = \text{Re}(k_{sp}) = \text{Re} \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_d}} \right), \]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength and \( k_0 \) is the free space wave vector of the excitation light, \( k_{sp} \) is the wavevector of surface plasmon-polaritons, \( n_p \) is the refractive index of the prism, \( \theta_r \) in the resonance angle, and \( \varepsilon_m \) and \( \varepsilon_d \) are the dielectric constants of graphene coated metal surface and dielectric medium on the surface, respectively. The resonance angles for the bare gold surface and graphene functionalized gold surface are 44° and 45°, respectively. There is around 1° shift in the plasmon resonance angle.

Dispersion curve of SPP on the metal surface could provide a useful piece of information to understand the nature of
the bound excitations. A standard dispersion curve provides energy-momentum relation of an excitation. Since the momentum of SPP is coupled to the incidence angle and the wavelength of the excitation (see Eq. (1)), we cannot scan momentum independently. To obtain the energy-momentum relation, we first measure angular dispersion curves (wavelength vs. incidence angle), and then calculate the energy momentum relation. The minima in the transverse magnetic (TM) polarized reflectivity maps provide the resonance condition for the excitation of SPPs. There are two resonances in the reflection spectrum. The resonance at 400–500 nm is the bulk plasmon resonance, which is independent of incidence angle and surface coating. The second resonance is the surface plasmon resonance, which has dispersion characteristics with dependence on the dielectric constant of the coating. Figure 3 provides the SPR characteristics of multilayer graphene (monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer) on metal surfaces. The multilayer graphene is obtained by sequential transfer printing of graphene grown on copper foils. TM polarized reflectivity maps of SPPs for a silver surface and the surface coated with monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer graphene are given in Fig. 3(a). Three distinct features of reflectivity curves appear after coating the surface with graphene layers, (1) resonance wavelength shifts to longer wavelength, (2) the spectral width of the resonance curve increases, and (3) excitation efficiency of SPPs changes with increasing number of graphene layer. Fig. 3(b) shows the overlaid reflection spectra at constant angle for silver and gold, respectively. The SP resonance wavelength is obtained from the minima in the reflectivity spectra. With increasing number of graphene layer, the spectral width of the SP resonance increases. This increase in the spectral width of the reflection curve indicates larger optical losses. Each graphene layer introduces additional loss owing to the interband optical absorption of graphene. Fig. 3(c) shows the resonance wavelength and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the resonance for silver and gold, respectively. The FWHM on bare silver is around 32 nm and then it increases to 80 nm after coating with trilayer graphene. Each layer introduces a red shift in resonance wavelength of around 30 nm for silver and 15 nm for gold. Fig. 3(d) shows the calculated dispersion relations of SPP on silver surface using Drude model (red curve) and frequency dependent dielectric constant (blue curve). The dispersion relation of graphene coated surface is shown with a black line. The inset shows the magnified dispersion relation of silver surface coated with multilayer graphene. The green line is the dispersion relation of light in free space. (The reflectivity maps and dispersion curves for graphene-gold surface are given in supplemental material.)

Having the basic characterization of the surface plasmon-polaritons on graphene-metal surface, we would like to demonstrate a plasmon resonance sensor based on graphene-metal surface. The fabricated sensor provides a unique setup to study the adsorption of organic molecules on graphene surface. Understanding the adsorption of organic molecules from aqueous solution on carbon materials has significant importance for wide spectrum of applications such as analysis of drinking water, waste water treatment,
Activated carbon is the most commonly used material for these types of applications. Due to the large surface area, graphene based materials could be used for similar applications. The fabricated graphene based surface plasmon sensor is used to elucidate the adsorption of organic molecules on graphene surface. The sensitivity of the sensor decreases due to the lower quality factor of the plasmon resonance. The presence of graphene coating enhances the nonspecific binding of organic molecules due to pi-stacking interactions. We do not expect any specificity; however, the surface can be functionalized for specific binding. We fabricated an elastomeric microfluidic device to control the flow on the graphene coated gold surface. The microfluidic flow chamber allows us to study the adsorption of molecules on graphene surface from an aqueous solution. Binding of molecules on a surface can be modeled with single association-dissociation step. The change of surface concentration of the adsorbent can be described with the following differential equation

$$\frac{dC}{dt} = k_a A(B_0 - C) - k_d C,$$

where $C$ is the surface concentration of the adsorbent, $k_a$ and $k_d$ are the association and dissociation constants, $A$ is the analyte concentration, and $B_0$ is the surface concentration of binding site. During association and dissociation phases, the solution of the differential equation gives exponential saturation and decay curves, respectively. Fitting the curves provides quantitative kinetic parameters. Using the fabricated SPR sensor, we first examined adsorption of a serum albumin protein (BSA) on graphene surface. The incidence angle was set to 49°, which provides the steepest slope in the reflectivity curve. First, we flowed deionized water (DI water) for 20 min and then introduced 500 nM BSA solution. The real time reflection is shown in Fig. 4. The SPR signal increases as the graphene surface covered by the proteins. After 20 min when the SPR signal becomes saturated, we stopped the flow of BSA solution and washed the chamber with DI water. We recorded the SPR signal for 60 min in order to see desorption of the protein from the graphene surface. We do not observe any significant change in the reflection for 60 min. This observation indicates a very small dissociation rate of BSA on graphene surface. To determine the association constant, we repeated the experiments for three different BSA concentrations. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the inverse of the time constant as a function of analyte concentration. The slope of the curve determines the association ($k_a$) constant of $2.4 \times 10^{-5}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. The intersection provides the dissociation constant ($k_d$), which is found to be very small indicating that BSA is kinetically stable on graphene surface. The association constant of BSA on graphene surface was found to be $2.4 \times 10^{-5}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$.
layer is three times smaller than anti-BSA coated surface \((7.4 \times 10^{-5} \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1})\).

As a summary, we studied excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons on graphene-metal surface. The metal surface is functionalized by transfer printing of graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper foils. Surface plasmon resonance characteristics of monolayer and multilayer graphene on the metal surface are presented. We were able to obtain the dispersion relation of graphene-metal surface, which reveals the essential feature of the plasmon-polaritons. As an application, we fabricated a surface plasmon resonance sensor integrated with a microfluidic device to study nonspecific physical interaction between graphene layer and proteins. We anticipate that graphene based surface plasmon sensors can be used to analyze adsorption of organic solutes from an aqueous solution on graphitic surface. We further demonstrated that plasmon-polaritons on graphene-metal surface can be utilized for detection of proteins. In particular, we studied the adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and antibody on graphene surface and the sensor was capable of distinguishing between the two species.
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